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  THE PHC CERNER LEARNER 

From the desk of Dr. Janet Simons   Your by physicians, for physicians source for CST Cerner information at PHC 

Just a reminder that old editions of 
the Cerner Learner are available 
online at www.phcmedstaff.ca/cst - if 
you missed any or want to refresh 
your memory on a topic, that’s the 
place to go! Happy Learning! 

~Janet 

POWER 
USER TIPS: 

CUSTOMIZE! 
Once you’ve got the basics down and 
can navigate through your day, take 
your Cerner experience to the next 
level by starting to customize your 
profile. This can mean creating 
custom autotext (see Edition 3), 
adding favourites, or even 
customizing the colour scheme! These 
little things take a few minutes of up-
front work but can make a big 
difference in your day-to-day 
experience. 

If you are ready to up your game, head 
over to page 2 to learn how, and 
spend a few minutes playing around 
the next time you have a lull between 
patients or looking, waiting for a 
trainee to be ready to review, or are 
looking for a few minutes of a creative 
outlet to destress. 

 
  

  

  

You may have noticed that there’s currently no way to access the on-call 
schedule directly from Cerner. We are working on that! Meanwhile, you should 
know that the “PHC On-Call Schedule” report is NOT up to date. The best way 
to access the on call schedule is through the new dedicated website, 
phconcall.hssbc.ca. You will have to log in with your INFOSYS\username and 
password. As we work on getting a direct link to this page from Cerner, we’d 
like your feedback – where in your Powerchart view would you like a link to the 
call schedule? In what format? Let me know! 

WHO’S ON CALL? 
 

Over their care journey, our patients can accrue a number of orders and 
Powerplans on their chart. When an order is no longer required, I think most of 
us tend to find that individual order in the orders profile and discontinue it. 
However, often those orders were placed in the context of a Powerplan, and 
there may be other associated orders, such as communication orders to nursing, 
which also need to be discontinued. The best way to ensure we don’t miss these 
is to discontinue the entire Powerplan, which is actually really easy to do! From 
the orders profile, just right click on the bolded name of the Powerplan at the top 
of the left hand bar and select discontinue. You’ll then get a popup window which 
allows you to select any orders from that plan which you’d like to keep. Finally, it 
will show you everything you are discontinuing before you sign. 

KEEPING IT CLEAN 

Keep any required orders by 
checking them off, then click ok 
to get to the signing page 

This does not work!! 

Right click to discontinue the whole 
CIWA rather than just the benzo order 
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    CUSTOMIZING YOUR QUICK ORDERS 
On your Quick Orders page, you have a number of default folders. These defaults are specific to each specialty 
and were designed with the input of your division’s Provider Champion. However, everyone’s practice is 
different and you may wish to have a different setup. There are multiple options available to customize: 

From the ‘hamburger’ menu on the top right corner, you have the following options: 

- Change the number of columns with the “View Layout” option
- Activate the “Drag and Drop” mode which allows you rearrange the boxes on the page
- Remove unneeded folders by unchecking them from the “components” menu
- Add a folder from a previously saved ‘favourites’ folder

To further customize the look of the page, you can use the ‘hamburger’ menu on each individual folder to 
change the colour of the box and to specify whether you want that box open by default. 

Personally, I keep most folders open by default, but some lesser used folders which are still useful to have if 
needed (for me, outpatient referrals) are nice to keep closed. Colour wise, I went full rainbow – but you do you!  
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